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Abstract
RepRaps (self Replicating Rapid prototypers), which 3-D print objects using fused filament fabrication (FFF), have evolved
rapidly since their open source introduction. These 3-D printers have primarily been limited to desktop sizes of volumes of
~8000 cm3, which has limited the attention of the scientific community to investigating deformation of common
thermoplastics such as polylactic acid (PLA) used in FFF printing.  The only existing physically relevant deformation model
was expanded here to use a physics-based temperature gradient instead of a step function. This was necessary to generalize
the model to 3-D printing in a room temperature environment without a heated chamber.  The thermal equation was
calibrated using thermal measurements and validated by measuring curvatures in printed objects. The results confirm that
this is a valid model for predicting warpage of thin vertical walls of PLA. Additionally, the effect of annealing was
examined. It was found that at a temperature of 50°C, no shrinkage or crystallization takes place, but at 90°C the PLA
rapidly crystallizes to around 20% crystallinity. This indicates that heated bed temperatures should be maintained at 50oC or
lower to avoid print failure (premature substrate release) with PLA. At 90°C, the annealing is accompanied by a 5% size
decrease in both horizontal dimensions, but an 8% increase in the vertical dimension. Thus, the volume decreased by only
3%. This observation may lead to potential methods of improving slicing of printing large PLA objects with FFF.
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1. Introduction
RepRaps (self Replicating Rapid prototypers) which 3-D print objects using fused filament fabrication (FFF) have
evolved rapidly since their open source introduction [1-3]. There are now dozens of RepRap designs [4] and the majority of
the prosumer 3-D printers on the market are derived from RepRaps [5] including Make magazine's best 3-D printer of 2015
the open source Lulzbot Taz [6] and the best 3-D printer for 2016 the open source Prusa I3 [7]. With this rapid technological
evolution, FFF 3-D printing applications have also exploded and have opened many doors for applications that were
previously only affordable for large companies such as: open source appropriate technology for sustainable development [8-
11], personal fabrication [12], small custom print shops [13], scientific equipment [14-22], microfluidics [23], solar
photovoltaic racking [24,25], dentistry [26,27], medicine [28-31]; farming equipment [32], education [33-39], and museum
replications [40].
So far, the new FFF 3-D printers have mostly been limited to desktop sized models, which primarily print in poly
lactic acid (PLA) with a thermal coefficient of linear expansion α of 8.5·10-5 K-1[41] because it demonstrates less warping
during a print than other materials such as ABS (α up to 15·10-5 K-1  [41]) or HDPE  (α up to 11·10-5 K-1 [41]) plastic and
the emissions during printing are less dangerous [42]. Furthermore, PLA is made from corn-based resin, making it non-
toxic, biodegradable, and able to be produced in environmentally friendly, renewable processes [43,44]. The size of the
printers (around 8,000 cm³) have limited the size of the prints that can be made with them. There have, however, also been
attempts to use larger machines as open source hardware 3-D printers such as the Gigabot (212,400 cm³) developed by
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re:3D [45].
Because of the limited adoption, not much attention has been given so far to the challenges that large scale FFF 3-
D printing presents. The main challenge is to limit the deformation of the printed part during the printing process. To obtain
deformation-free high-quality prototypes remains one of the most important challenges in the rapid prototyping field [46] as
a whole and the additive manufacturing field in particular. Due to temperature gradients in the print, the edges tend to warp
upwards as seen in Figure 1. The effect scales with the size of the printed object, so with larger prints, it is a larger absolute
deformation. If the effect is too large, the object will release from the substrate before it is completed, and the print will
have failed. Residual stress [47] and crystallinity [48] are important parameters for the properties of printed objects and the
determination of deformation, however the deformation process of FFF is not well understood.
Figure 1: Commonly observed deformation in the first layers of 3-D printed PLA. Scale bar: 1 cm.
This study presents theory and experiments to investigate the mechanisms behind the deformation in PLA during
FFF. First, existing models and their deficiencies in producing a remedy for deformation in 3-D printing PLA are reviewed.
A 1-dimensional model is expanded to use a physics based temperature gradient, and it is verified using a measured
temperature gradient in a printed part. The changes in size and crystallinity before and after annealing are measured to
explain substrate release several hours into the print.
2. Background
2.1 Models of Deformation in FFF
Some very limited research has been done to prevent deformation in fused filament fabrication (and the subclass of
fused deposition modeling, FDM). For plastic parts, a model was proposed to explain warpage [49] and tested on an FDM
printer for number of layers, layer height and chamber temperature of an enclosed proprietary printer. This model uses a
heated build chamber, so the temperature gradients were smaller. Because of this, it assumes that the gradient is a step
function, where only the newly printed layer is not cooled to the chamber temperature yet. It thus simulates detaching a
newly printed layer letting it cool to the chamber temperature and then straining that layer back to the original length,
reattaching it and enforcing equilibrium conditions. Although this is non-physical it provides useful results particularly for
the class of printer for which it was targeted. Based on this model, an alternative method for toolpath creation has been
proposed and demonstrated to limit warpage of the printed object [50]. This method limits the length of the traces by
dividing the object into bricks. Their results show that this limits the warpage, as predicted by the model.
A second model was developed by Xinhua et al. [51]. This model also simplifies the temperature gradient in the
object that is being printed as a step function, and assumes every layer to be deposited in zero time [51]. It is based on a
model for deformation of a thin plate with a vertical load [52]. This does not correspond to the modeled scenario, and
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therefore it does not give relevant results. It is unclear how the final deformation is computed from the given formula. The
system only varies in the vertical direction, and the model that was used predicts zero deformation for that case. Xinhua et
al. then continue to determine optimal process parameters for thin plates based on experiments, but the model’s predictions
are not compared to the experimental results [51] and continuation of this model is not recommended.
Thus in this study, Wang et al.'s model is extended to a physics-based generalizable system of FFF without a heated
chamber.
2.2 PLA and FFF
PLA is a thermoplastic polymer that is produced from natural sources such as corn. Its chemical formula is
(C3H4O2)n. It is nontoxic and biodegradable, making it a popular choice for packaging and 3-D printing. Another feature that
makes it good for 3-D printing is its limited shrinkage compared to other thermoplastics such as ABS.
Polymers can have varying degrees of crystallinity and PLA is no exception. Crystallinity of commercial PLA
filament varies due in part to coloring agents [48]. Annealing causes PLA to crystallize, following standard Avrami
crystallization kinetics [53]. Like other polymers, PLA can also be crystallized by stretching it while it is below the melting
temperature, but above the glass transition temperature.
The PLA molecule is chiral, so there are two isomers of it, PLLA and PDLA. Pure forms of either of the isomers
more easily crystallize, but the mixture has a higher melting point [54]. The density of amorphous PLLA is 1248 kg/m3,
while for crystalline PLLA it is 1290 kg/m3, so there is a volume decrease of 3.3%. Crystallization of PLA takes place
around nucleation sites in the form of spherulites: spherical structures of outward extending arms [53,54]. The glass
transition temperature and melting temperature of PLA depend on the mixture of PLLA and PLDA and on the crystallinity.
The glass transition temperature of semi-crystalline PLA is around 58°C and the melting temperature is between 130°C and
230°C [55].
During FFF 3-D printing, the PLA is first heated to a temperature near the melting temperature (Tm) but above the
glass transition temperature (Tg). It is then extruded and deposited on the object that is being printed in the temperature
range between Tm and Tg. During this time PLA can acquire a large deformation with less force and the strength is small
[56]. The object cools as the print progresses and internal stress is accumulated [49]. The substrate may be heated, resulting
in an even more complex temperature gradient in the object. Heating a chamber in which the 3-D printer is placed [57,58] or
a printer with an integrated heated build chamber such as the GolemD [59] or the Kühling&Kühling RepRap Industrial 3-D
printer [60], on the other hand, keeps the differences smaller. Most proprietary 3-D printers have enclosed heated build
chambers, which helps them limit the warpage.
The extrusion causes the material to decrystallize [61]. This effect is stronger at a lower temperature. The cooling
leads to shrinkage, and because of the temperature gradient, this leads to internal stress and deformation. Finally, a heated
substrate may anneal the lower layers of the object, and a heated chamber may anneal the entire object. This results in
crystallization of the PLA. All of these processes will be probed to develop a full model.
3. Methods
3.1 Materials
All objects were printed from PLA that was extruded from resin (Natureworks 4043D 25kg polylactide resin) without
additives [62]. Some properties of this material are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1: Selected properties of the polymer that was used during the experiments.
Glass transition temperature (Tg) ~58°C
Melting temperature (Tm) 130-230°C
Linear coefficient of thermal expansion ~8.5·10-5 K-1
Diameter before extrusion 1.75 mm
Diameter of extrusion nozzle 0.5 mm
Density 1248-1290 kg/m3
Poisson’s ratio 0.36
3.2 3-D Printing
The prints were made on a MOST RepRap 3-D printer [63], with a 0.5 mm nozzle. The substrate was regular soda-
lime glass without heating. The substrate was cleaned with soap and distilled water and dried with compressed air. While
application of glue to the substrate improves bed adhesion, it can interfere with x-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements and
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was avoided.
For all experiments, the 3-D printer was controlled using Franklin [64]. The objects that were measured with XRD
were created with OpenSCAD [66] and sliced using Slic3r [67] with 100% infill. The infill was set to be lines that are
parallel to the sides of the object, alternating between the long and the short direction. The toolpath for the temperature
measurement was created using a custom Python script [68].
3.4 Measurements
3.4.1 Temperature
Temperature graphs of a thin vertical wall were made while printing using an infrared sensitive camera (FLIR e60).
The recordings were stored as mp4 movie files by the camera, in false color with a scale bar on screen. Also included on
screen was the temperature of the center of the image. Figure 4 is a frame from one recording.
The temperature of the pixels on the image was determined from the image. The red, green and blue channels of
the pixels in the scale bar were plotted against their position in the scale bar. The plot was divided into regions where at least
one component had a linear dependence on temperature. Those linear relations were manually fit in order to convert a
pixel’s color value into a position on the scale. Because the upper and lower limits of the scale varied, and those variations
were not updated immediately in the image, they also had to be determined from the image. The constant temperature
background was used as a reference. The reported temperature of the central pixel was updated immediately, and was used
as the second reference. The two references were used to convert the position on the scale into a temperature. Some images
were not scaled correctly and those were omitted from the analysis.
The vertical temperature gradient of a thin vertical wall was examined while it was being printed. The toolpath
started with a line next to the wall to prime the extruder. Then the nozzle retracted and moved to a parking position behind
the wall. It then moved to the middle of the wall, unretracted while it moved to the left side, extruded a line of filament
while moving to the right, then another line just behind it while going back to the left. Then it moved back to the center
while retracting, followed by a move back to the parking position. The move to the center ensured that the wall was not
pulled sideways. This was important because it was printed on bare glass, and would be pulled off the substrate otherwise.
After this, the same procedure was repeated for the next layer, with left and right reversed. Layers were added similarly until
the top of the object was reached. The images that were used for analysis were always every second layer, with the extruder
in the same position and moving in the same direction.
3.4.2 Temperature Model
To enable extension and improvement of Wang et al.'s work to a more generalizable FFF 3-D printing scenario a
physics-based model for the temperature gradient in the printed object was derived. The existing model uses a step function
for the temperature. This is a simplification that is only valid if the environment temperature is relatively high. The
improvement in this work was to replace the step function with a physics-based temperature gradient that was fit to a set of
measured temperatures.
The change in temperature with time has three components. Conductivity is proportional to the second derivative
of the temperature to the position, convection is proportional to the temperature difference between the object and the air,
and radiation is proportional to the fourth power of the absolute temperature of the object. There is also incoming radiation,
which is proportional to the fourth power of the absolute environment temperature.
The model assumes symmetry in both horizontal directions, so z is the only spatial variable of interest:
∂T
∂ t
=C0
∂2 T
∂ z2
− C1ΔT − σΔ(T 4)
(1)
In this equation, C0 and C1 are proportionality constants for conduction and convection respectively, and σ is the Stefan-
Boltzmann constant.
This equation does not have an analytical solution. Therefore, it was simplified to ignore radiation. This
simplification is justified for temperatures close to the environment temperature, where conduction and convection are
much more important factors for heat transport than radiation. For FFF 3-D printing, this is applicable. For an object of
200°C in an environment of 20°C, radiation accounts for a heat loss of only 10 μW/m2.
3-D printing is modeled as a continuous process. The top of the object grows with time at a speed v. The
temperature difference between the top boundary and the air is always T .  With this simplification and boundary
condition, the solution to the equation is:
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ΔT (z,t)=T0 e
a
v
z− at
(2)
In this solution, a is a function of C , C  and v. Because C  depends on many properties, including ambient temperature,
air flow and humidity, no attempt is made to predict its value, and instead a is fit to the measurement. The only time of
interest is at the end of the print, so t=h/v.
The temperature gradient above (Equation 2) was applied instead of the step function in Wang’s model instead of
the step function that was used there (where ΔT is Tg-Te when s≤z≤h and 0 when 0≤z≤s). The other two equations remain
identical:
∫
0
h
(− EαΔT+σ '+ EzR )dz= 0
(3)
∫
0
h
(− EαΔT+σ '+ EzR )zdz=0
(4)
In these equations, E is the elastic modules which is 1.03 GPa for amorphous PLA [53], and α is the linear shrinkage
coefficient, which is 8.5·10¯ K¯¹ [41]. σ’ is a combination of several stress components, which is simplified in the original
model by treating it as a scalar. Finally, h is the height of the object. This simplification is used in this improved model as
well.
Equations 2, 3 and 4 can be solved for the curvature k=1/R:
k (h)=
6αT 0
h2 (2+ 2v2− a2 hahv (e−
h
v a− 1))
(5)
To verify this model, a wall was printed as in the temperature measurement, and it was broken off the substrate
immediately after completion of the print, and left to cool to room temperature normally. It should be noted that there is a
difference between this method and what is modeled. The substrate is not part of the model, and therefore the predictions for
layers closer to the substrate are unreliable, because the thermal conductivity and heat capacity of the substrate differ from a
continuing wall of PLA. For high objects, this introduces a small error, while for low objects, the error will be larger,
because the layers of those objects are on average closer to the substrate.
The resulting warped objects were scanned at 600 dpi on a flat bed scanner and the scans were analyzed using
Gimp [69] using its measurement tool to measure distances and angles in the image. The height of the object (h) was
verified to be what it was printed as, and the distance from the line between the two tips of the object to the lowest point on
the top layer, in the middle (δ), was measured by first rotating the image to make this line vertical, and then using the
rectangular select tool to measure the horizontal distance. This is the amount of warp. From this and the length of the object,
the radius of curvature (R) was computed and compared to the predicted value. A diagram with the variables is shown in
Figure 2.
3.4.3 Crystallinity
Rectangular blocks of 10cm×2.8cm×1cm were printed on bare glass as shown in Figure 3 and annealed at 50°C
using an electric heater between 0 and 4 hours. This temperature is just below the glass transition temperature of
approximately 58°C and was chosen as representative for a typical heated substrate during a print. The size before and after
annealing was measured, and crystallinity was measured using XRD with a Scintag XDS 2000 theta-theta powder
diffractometer with a copper X-ray tube, 1 mm and 2 mm beam slits and 0.3 mm and 0.5 mm receiving slits and a graphite
monochromator. The printed block was placed in the sample holder with the smooth bottom layer facing the instrument. The
X-ray source and the detector were moved simultaneously and the intensity of the reflection was measured at each angle.
Crystallinity was determined by dividing the area of the crystalline peaks by the total area of the measurement.
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Figure 2: Schematic showing the meaning of the variables in an exaggerated example of warping.
Figure 3: Samples that were used for the XRD measurements. a) Photograph of the sample, dimensions are 10×2.8×1 cm.
b) Diagram of the print path for odd layers. c) Diagram of the print path for even layers. The number of lines in the
diagrams of the print paths has been reduced for clarity.
The parts are expected to crystallize during annealing, and shrink as a result of that. Because no crystallinity was
observed even as a result of 4 hours of annealing, the blocks were annealed again for the same time as before, but now at
90°C. The size and crystallinity were determined again after this.
In order to better understand the deformation during annealing, the object that was not annealed and the one that
was annealed for 1 hour at both temperatures were frozen with liquid nitrogen and broken with a pair of pliers while holding
them in a vise.  The parts were left to warm up to room temperature and for both samples the interface was inspected with
an FEI XL-40 environmental scanning electron microscope (ESEM), using the backscatter electron detector, 10 kV
accelerating voltage and a working distance of 10 mm. The FESEM images were analyzed using a pixel count in the GNU
Image Manipulation Program [69].
4. Results
4.1 Temperature and Deformation
An example frame that was used for one curve is shown in Figure 4 with the hotend moving to the right. As can be
seen in Figure 4, the clean glass substrate is highly reflective at the large angle and these reflections were not analyzed. It is
also clear that the hottest PLA has just left the nozzle and the coldest PLA is on the bottom layer on the return side, which
has had the longest to cool. There is a clear temperature gradient from the substrate surface to the print surface. The
emissivity of the PLA is high at 0.95. This is good for the precision of the measurement. Figure 5 shows the gradient of the
temperature in the vertical wall in steps of two layers. Every curve had the print head in the same position and moving in the
same direction.  The curves become longer as the print becomes taller. The maximum intensity is the most recently printed
layer. The thermal model was fit to the data and is shown in Figure 5 as smooth lines. The lines deviate significantly from
the measured temperatures. The model assumes a continuous growth of the top, while in reality it is built in layers. The top
is kept at a constant temperature in the model. The average temperature of the top layer in reality depends on the cooling
rate. Insofar as the model is correct, the height at which the average is constant may not be exactly at the top of the print.
This could have been included in the model as an extra parameter. However, doing this led to the model becoming unstable,
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due to too many parameters.
Figure 4: A representative infrared image that was used to measure the temperature of the printed object. The bright object
is the nozzle, which is moving towards the right. The bright line is the most recently printed layer. The mirrored image on
the lower side is the reflection in the glass substrate. The reported spot temperature of 42.3°C is in the center of the cross.
The data drops more steeply than the model at the higher temperatures. This causes the base of the fit to be higher
than the data. This means that the model predicts the curves to be closer to the environment temperature than they actually
are, while the environment temperature is fit to a higher value than it actually is. The fit found an environment temperature
of 45°C while it was around 20°C in reality, and an average top layer temperature of 74°C. The actual value of the top layer
temperature can be seen in the graph. The value of a, the parameter that combines several constants, was fit to 0.012 s-1. The
high environment temperature is explained by the design of the 3-D printer, which blows air past the extruder and onto the
object. This air is warmed up by the extruder, and therefore the environmental air of the object during printing is higher than
room temperature.
Figure 5: Vertical gradient of the temperature at several points in time. The curves are the fit of the thermal model to the
data.
4.2 Microstructure and Deformation
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Before annealing, but also after annealing the objects at 50°C, no crystalline peaks were visible on the XRD
spectra. The XRD spectrum for the sample that was annealed for 4 hours at 50°C, and the spectrum for the sample that was
annealed for two hours at 50°C and then 2 hours at 90°C are shown in Figure 6. As can be seen, the sample annealed at
50°C is completely amorphous, while the sample annealed at 90°C clearly shows crystallinity. To determine the
crystallinity, it was first determined that three broad Pearson 7 peaks fit the amorphous spectrum well. Then in the spectra
with crystalline peaks, the amorphous background was fit to three broad peaks as well. The total area under the crystalline
peaks was divided by the total area of all peaks to determine the crystallinity of the sample.
After annealing for 1 hour at 90°C, the crystallinity was almost 20%, and further annealing did not make it go up
much further (Figure 7).
Figure 6: XRD spectra for the sample that was only annealed at 50°C, and the sample that was first annealed for two hours
at 50°C, then for two hours at 90°C.
Figure 7: Crystallinity as a function of annealing time when annealing at 90°C.
The size of the objects is shown in Figure 8. The absence of any change for the 50°C annealing can clearly be seen,
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as can the effect of a smaller horizontal size after annealing at 90°C. However, the height of the objects increased.
The height increase is also visible in the images taken with the ESEM, which is shown in Figure 9. It is clear from
the image that the calibration of the 3-D printer was not optimal, because while it was instructed to give the object solid
infill, there are large air spaces present. The lines are also grouped in pairs, which suggests hysteresis in the machine that
causes the lines that are printed while the nozzle is moving one way to be slightly offset from the lines that are printed while
the nozzle is going the other direction.
Figure 8: Changes in size after annealing at 50°C and 90°C. At 50°C (blue markers) there is no change in size, while at
90°C (red markers) the objects have shrunk horizontally, but grown vertically.
Figure 9: The surface of the fracture interface of 1 hour annealed (top) and unannealed (bottom) samples, taken with an
Environmental Electron Scanning Microscope (ESEM).
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Before annealing, the cross section of the printed filament is flattened, and after annealing it is more circular, as can
be seen in Figure 9. The ratio between width and height, measured from the images, is 0.82 for the sample that was annealed
at 90°C and 0.74 for the sample that was not (both with a standard deviation of 0.08).
The measurements on the warped vertical wall are shown in Figure 10. The curve is the prediction from the model,
purely based on the thermal data. It is very close to the actual values given that the temperature fit had a sizable error and
simplifications were made to the physics. The points at larger heights are expected to be closer to the curve, because the
substrate is not part of the model and its effect is smaller at greater thicknesses. The method also expected the part to start
warping while the head was on the last layer in the position as shown in Figure 4, but in practice it took a few seconds to
break it off the substrate, so it had cooled a little more than what the model expected. Because of this, the values are
expected to be slightly lower than what the model predicts.
Figure 10: Measured warp and model predictions (equation 5). The curve is the model’s prediction with the variables from
the fit to the thermal graph.
5. Discussion
The thermal model presented here is based on physics and a real world temperature gradient. It is therefore more
realistic than what was used by Wang et al. [49]. The model successfully predicts warpage of amorphous objects.  The
expectation is that it also works for other plastics, but that remains to be tested. The behavior of the curvature is correctly
predicted, but the magnitude is too high, especially for lower print layers. This is likely caused by the simplifications in the
model, such as ignoring the effects of the substrate. This has a larger effect on lower prints, so the larger error in the
prediction was expected.
Some experiments were also done to show the effect of annealing on printed objects. This is especially relevant for
printers with a heated substrate or chamber, because those printers are annealing the objects during the print. It was found
that at a temperature of 50°C, which is just below the glass transition temperature of 58°C, the objects neither shrink nor
crystallize, while at 90°C, they rapidly crystallize and shrink considerably. In order to draw conclusions about this effect, it
must first be studied as a function of infill. Colored PLA already has some crystallinity as shipped [48]. Further study is
required to see if this means that it shrinks less, or that it more readily crystallizes and reaches higher crystallinity, thus
shrinking more. The crystallization explains why long prints can release from the substrate several hours into the print. This
suggests that keeping the temperature of the substrate below 50°C would prevent this problem with natural PLA.
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An unexpected effect of annealing was that the height of the objects increased. While there was a 5% size decrease
in both horizontal dimensions, there was an 8% increase in the vertical dimension, so the average volume decrease per
dimension is only 0.8%. Crystallization is expected to cause a volume decrease of 3.3%, so at 22% crystallinity that is only
a 0.72% volume decrease, or 0.24% per dimension. The other 0.6% of shrinkage per dimension may be caused by relaxation
of residual stress. An 8% increase in z means a shrinkage in x and y of 3% with Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.36. This is less than the
observed 5% of shrinkage.
An alternative approach is to consider the shrinkage that would have occurred if the object were not held by the
substrate. This is the shrinkage that would be expected as a result of complete stress relaxation, assuming that no relaxation
has taken place while the object was constrained. The linear shrinkage coefficient is 8.5·10-5 K-1, so for a temperature drop
from 210°C at extrusion to 25°C, a shrinkage of 1.6% would be expected. This is far below the 3.0% that was derived
above, so the increased height cannot be explained solely by horizontal stress relaxation.
The ESEM images show an additional effect, which can be responsible for a part of the height increase – the
change is circularity of the printed filament show in Figure 9. This may be caused by the material decreasing its surface
energy. The imaged parts show different deformation than the complete sample: 10.1% horizontal shrinkage, and 3.4%
vertical expansion. The ratio in density can be determined from these numbers, by assuming that the view in the x and y
directions is the same. Measuring the lengths of equal parts in both images and multiplying the horizontal length squared
with the vertical length gives a volume. This volume has equal mass in both images, so the ratio of densities can be found
by dividing them. This gives a ratio of 83.4%. According to the theory, amorphous PLLA is 1248 kg/m3, while crystalline
PLLA is 1290 kg/m3. This is a ratio of 96.7%, and because the crystallinity is around 20%, not 100%, the ratio due to
crystallinity in these samples is 99.3%.
Analyzing the images in Figure 9 using a pixel count in the GNU Image Manipulation Program, it was determined
that the air content before annealing was 21.3%, while after annealing it was 21.5%. Given the magnitude of the changes in
size, this can be safely ignored.
These results can also be used to better guide slicing routines for large objects printed in PLA or other polymers
that build up internal stress. In Wang's article [49] a combination contour raster is chosen, which takes advantage of the
good surface finish and dimensional accuracy of a contour on the outer layers, and then the high speed deposition of a raster
on the interior. Such a method of separating fill and exterior is common in all open source slicing programs (e.g. Cura and
Slic3r). [50] had proposed an alternative method for toolpath creation that has demonstrated less warpage of the printed
object. It involves breaking up long runs into bricks. With the same curvature, this limits deformation by shortening the
length of the curving pieces, but this comes at the cost of loss in strength. In addition, the actual toolpath that was used for
bricking was not divulged. There are options in current slicing for making almost brick-like patterns. For example, a Hilbert
curve can be used as the bottom fill pattern in Slic3r, which is a continuous brick like pattern. Future work is needed to
determine if this continuous bricking is acceptable for specific applications and the optimal size of bricks, the shape (square
or hexagonal), the stacking orientation, the toolpath within a brick (e.g. rastor vs contour or some combination and the level
of infill) and the printing temperature.
Although this study successfully explained how the deformation of PLA is caused by the temperature gradient that
builds up during the print, it did not investigate how to stop it. However, the results of this study indicate a potential
solution. It involves using the model developed here, improving upon it by excluding the simplifications, and then using it
to predict the exact deformation of a brick building block. Then an object must be sliced into bricks with space for mortar of
the size needed to fill the expected deformation on a sealing pass. The mortar must be printed after the layer has cooled and
shrunk, and would ideally be determined by the nozzle diameter of the FFF machine. Finally, the mortar tool path would
need to be optimized to minimize single toolpath lengths while binding all he bricks into a single unit. Future work is
necessary to test this new method of slicing to prevent fatal deformation of large-scale FFF, and how it affects the
mechanical properties of the printed objects.
6. Conclusions
The deformation model presented by Wang et al. for chamber based FDM was generalized for FFF 3-D printing
with a room temperature environment and expanded to use a physics based temperature gradient. The thermal equation was
calibrated using thermal measurements and validated by measuring curvature in printed objects. The results showed that this
makes the model usable for lower ambient temperatures. It is not very accurate for the first layers, but after about 9 mm it
predicts the deformation well. Additionally, the effect of annealing was examined. It was found that at a temperature of
50°C, no shrinkage or crystallization takes place, but at 90°C the PLA rapidly crystallizes to around 20% crystallinity. This
indicates that heated bed temperatures should be maintained at 50°C or lower to avoid delamination of the print from the
substrate with PLA. At 90°C, the annealing is accompanied by a 5% size decrease in both horizontal dimensions, but an 8%
increase in the vertical dimension. Thus, the volume decreased by 3%, indicating some potential slicing measures that could
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reduce deformation of a printed object.
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